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UST as one aspect of racing’s troubled relationship

with the gambling industry has reached out to embroil

the sport in an existential crisis, so another has

contributed to a bizarre decision just as light at the end of

the Covid tunnel was beginning to glimmer.

Jim McGrath is among those racing professionals who

have warned that the sport faces an ‘existential threat’

should affordability checks on betting be imposed after the

conclusion of an ongoing Gambling Commission

consultation. It’s estimated that if the consultation leads to a

threshold of a net gambling loss of £100 a month, the sport

stands to lose £60m in lost income from the levy and media

rights.

How has it come to this, both in the sense that a

Conservative government is apparently prepared to tell

people how they can and can’t spend their money, and that

the bookmakers’ tail is able to wag the racing industry’s

dog?

The consultation period has now concluded and we need

to sit and  suffer while the Commission ponders its next

move.

A slightly more positive position on the easing of

lockdown gave us hope for the future, and after a better than

expected sales season, one could be forgiven for

approaching the onset of the new Flat (turf) season with a

little more positivity.

I don’t know about you, but my fragile positivity rating

took a hammering on February 26. As you know, many

racing professionals have been debating the best way to keep

owners in racing. With desultory prize-money available for

owners on the British turf, imaginative ways of attracting

new owners into the sport are essential. So when a BHA

press release with confirmation of the full 2021 fixture list

popped into my mailbox, I was hoping for good news for

owners.

At first, my hopes were raised. ‘Minimum prize-money

levels across all races return to pre-Covid levels’ was one of

the banner headlines which preceded the story. Those levels

are poor, but, I thought, at least it’s something of a step in

the right direction.

But then I looked further into the detail. In the peak

summer months of July and August, when the sun shines,

the grass grows and British racing sees festivals at

Newmarket, Goodwood and York, and when evening

meetings attract racegoers in their thousands to racing and

those controversial music-adorned meetings, the BHA have

decided that there will be 70 fewer meetings this year.

Seventy fewer opportunities for the public to be attracted to

race meetings after months of lockdown when the weather is

at its best; 70 fewer meetings for racecourses to make up for

all those raceday-income losses they have been telling us

about for the last year, and, crucially, 70 fewer meetings for

owners to run their horses and invite their friends to share in

their celebrations.

And why is this? Is there some concern about funding

prize-money due to the uncertainties of Covid? Are

racecourses struggling so much that they don’t want to

commit to meetings some months in advance? No; neither of

those explanations truly fits the bill.

OU see the BHA are determined to see

‘competitive racing’; they don’t want small fields,

because the gambling industry have told them that

they are not to have small fields. And, so it would appear,

they feel the impact of the pandemic will be felt only in

those hot, summer months. ‘ In addition,’ the BHA

document explains, ‘consideration has been given to the

potential for the numbers of horses in training in this period

to be impacted as a result of the impact of the Covid

pandemic.’ 

I haven’t had the opportunity to study the fixtures in full,

but it appears that an owner planning to have a runner

against six opponents at Carlisle and to take a group of

friends for the occasion, may have, instead, to take on 16

opponents at Haydock. It is a decision which may benefit

the bookies (and, yes, indirectly, racing in a limited sense),

but in the context of seeking a post-Covid racing recovery,

and a level playing field for owners, it simply stinks.

Off the Bridle
by JOHN SCANLON

EBRUARY’s racing has taught us a prize-money

related lesson. As I write this article, Johnston

Racing has sent out 31 runners in Britain and two

abroad this month. Of those 33 runners, 31 have won prize-

money, including five winners and nine seconds. That means

that during February, each Johnston-trained runner has entered

the stalls with a 93.9% chance of winning prize-money in the

race ahead. Why have your horse trained anywhere else?
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WAS hugely saddened to hear of the death of the

legendary racing journalist Paul Haigh at the end of

January. We all owe a debt of gratitude to Graham

Rock, the founding editor of the Racing Post, who, in 1986,

hired him to write a column in the new racing trade paper.

He wrote with a degree of irreverence that was hugely

attractive; no stranger to controversy, his writing was

suffused with great wit. I was delighted when he agreed,

with great generosity, to write a foreword to my book

Always Trying in 1999, and even in his brief contribution to

that volume his sense of humour shines through. There is

little doubt he will be sadly missed.
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